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The Center for Devices and Radiological Health at the U.S. FDA qualified the Tissue-Mimicking
Material (TMM) tool for High Intensity Therapeutic Ultrasound (HITU) devices through the
Medical Device Development Tools (MDDT) Program on July 10th, 2019. The qualified TMM tool
(TMM MDDT) is available for HITU device developers to use in pre-clinical laboratory studies
under certain conditions such that the effects of novel HITU devices can be assessed in a
reliable and predictable way. The TMM is a hydrogel-based tissue mimicking material phantom
and when embedded with thermocouples, it can provide spatial temperature heating and
cooling profiles under HITU device exposures. To date, the TMM has been used to investigate
thermally significant HITU-induced cavitation activity and corresponding temperature variations
with ex vivo swine muscle tissues. Reasonable agreement between HITU numerical simulation
and experimental temperature measurement has also been achieved using this phantom
material. During a HITU multi-stakeholder research initiative funded by DARPA [Deep bleeder
acoustic coagulation (DBAC) project], engineers from Siemens Ultrasound Division and UW
Applied Physics Lab employed this TMM as an integrated phantom testbed (with blood flow,
bone mimic and thermocouples) to evaluate an image-guided non-invasive HITU cuff system for
automatic thermal coagulation of emergent internal bleeding injury in combat. This TMM
phantom has also been utilized recently by University of Cincinnati and University of North
Carolina to facilitate therapeutic ultrasound dosimetry and clinical studies, including ultrasound
hyperthermia IR thermography, HITU nanoparticle enhancement, HITU ethanol ablation and
ultrasound droplet imaging. For developers of HITU devices, understanding how their device
performs acoustically in early device development stages using the TMM MDDT allow them to
improve the device’s performance and make modifications before moving on to assessing the
device safety and effectiveness on patients. HITU device developers can use the TMM MDDT to
design their final finished devices with increased confidence and with the expectation of a
faster and more transparent regulatory review process. Two sponsors have recently reported
the use of the TMM phantom in their premarket submissions to FDA/CDRH.
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